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Finally, the book closes with a brief discussion of how water returns to
the ground, either by rain or snow.
Fresh Water attempts, and ultimately succeeds, at taking the very
complex and scientific subject of water and creating a very understandable book about it. To understand water we must also understand the sciences of hydrology, biology, and geology. Fresh Water takes
these complex subjects and explains them in a way that anyone can
understand. Fresh Water gives the reader a technical explanation of the
intricacies of the water around us in a readable format. For that reason alone, this book should be read. Fresh Water forms a good foundation for readers looking to understand the science behind the policy,
without getting too bogged down in the science itself.
Matthew Willson
Dik Roth, Rutgerd Boelens, & Margreet Zwarteveen, Liquid Relations:
Contested Water Rights and Legal Complexity, Rutgers University
Press (2005); 313 pp; $29.95; ISBN 978-0-8135-3675-0, paperback.
Liquid Relations is a collection of essays from presentations at the
thirteenth international congress on folk law and legal pluralism, held
in Chiang Mai, Thailand, in April 2002. The approach of viewing water rights, primarily irrigation control, in terms of "legal complexity" or
"legal pluralism" provides the common thread in this collection.
In Chapter 1, Legal Complexity in the Analysis of Water Rights and Water Resources Management, the editors map out the cultural anthropology
methodology of this approach. Legal complexity looks beyond state
law and the standard codification of regulations to include non-state
sources of law, such as norms and social relationships. These non-state
laws form influential sources of law in developing nations. The legal
complexity approach holds that standard solutions to water management problems are inadequate because they do not address solutions
that are context-specific, and because they ignore the daily realities of
how ethnicity, gender, and class affect water rights.
In Chapter 2, Prescribing Gender Equality, the authors examine the
governmental attempt to achieve greater representation by women in
Nepalese water user's associations (WUAs). State regulations mandate
that at least two women members must be present on each WUA executive committee. Using a "broad conceptualization of law" that encompasses both state law and "normative ordering in society," the authors analyze the WiUA in the Tukucha irrigation system. The policy,
driven by high-level government bureaucrats and donor organizations,
had a success rate of approximately twenty-five percent; policy implementers and local water users would be better suited to driving the
policy and improving the success rate.
Chapter 3, Defending Indigenous Water Rights, examines the water
rights allocated to Native Americans as a theoretically positive example
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of a dominant culture that acknowledges the importance of respecting
the water rights of indigenous people. The most direct result of the
reserved rights doctrine, won though treaty and statute in the 19th and
20th centuries, is that Native Americans have access to a legitimized
legal mechanism through which they can attempt to protect their
rights; many peoples in developing nations lack a similarly legitimate
and formalized standing. However, rights on paper do not necessarily
translate into actualized and enjoyed rights. Native Americans often
must litigate to secure their paper rights, and the cost of pursuing
these rights often is high in terms of litigation or negotiation costs. In
addition, many tribes lack the economic resources to act upon adjudicated rights after the trial stage.
In Chapter 4, In the Shadow of Uniformity, examines the irrigation
system built and operated by the state agency in Luwu, South Sulawesi,
Indonesia. Indonesian technical irrigation systems based on civil engineering technology began construction from the 1960s. These systems
imposed a technological and legal notion of irrigation that did not
attempt to accommodate the daily experience and norms of the Balinese farmer population they serve. The WUA itself is not an influential
organization; instead, much influence still stems from the traditional
local subak (a secular and ritualistic organization that traditionally
governed water distribution decisions with and eye toward social equity
and beneficial use). Local users will not necessarily fit their behavior
to a social engineering blueprint, but rather balance the regulatory
system as best they can to comply with traditional and everyday notions
of use.
Chapter 5, Anomalous Approaches to Water Rights and the Politics of
Normalization, explores the trend for water rights privatization in the
Andes as a process that reflects the marginalization of local notions of
identity and political power. The essay begins by tracing the notion
that private property is superior to communal property back to
enlightenment ideas, which privilege Western modes of thought. The
authors then analyze how, in countries like Peru, Chile, Ecuador, and
Bolivia, the forced privatization of water rights implements an academic notion of identity that in practice restructures local cultures and
power relationships. Struggles to control water reveal an underlying
struggle to control cultural values and identity.
Chapter 6, Complexities of Water Governance, illustrates how groundwater extraction technology in Kathmandu, Nepal affects existing rules
and water rights. Because of the scarcity of water in the Kathmandu
region, users have increasingly turned to groundwater use; the state's
attempts at regulating access to this water have been only partly successful. Access to groundwater extraction technology in itself shapes
local users' perceptions of water rights. When state agencies provide
water for specific uses, local users perceive that use as being endorsed
as a right by the state. The author proposes an allocation of water in
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several categories: fundamental rights (free access to drinking water),
discretionary rights (bathing, washing, and domestic uses), provisional
rights (industrial and commercial rights), and hydraulic rights (regulation of the technology used to extract water from aquifer and ground
sources).
In Chapter 7, Special Law, the authors demonstrate how local custom and norms play a central role in daily water management practices
in the Andean region. Legislative attempts to enact "special laws" to
recognize local custom around indigenous and peasant water systems
in fact achieve the opposite effect. Such legislation essentializes local
users' dynamic relationship to water rights and renders the context
static. Special law legislation effectively isolates rapidly shifting relationships and makes it easier for influential water users to disempower
local water users. As a result, local users follow rules deemed illegal by
the state system but which comply with the daily use needs of local
populations. The struggles between local and legal definition consequently take place both in and out of a formal legal context.
In Chapter 8, A Win-Some Lose-All Game, the authors examine the
politics of groundwater extraction for purposes of irrigation in India.
The authors focus on Gujarat, where groundwater supports over seventy-seven percent of irrigation; with water tables declining due to
overuse, a significant water market has emerged. Leading academics
and policy makers have advocated competitive markets based on efficient use. However, rich farmers with deep wells are profiting disproportionately; efficiency analysis does not adequately account for the
social position of water users. In addition, influential landowners have
successfully lobbied to prevent implementation of any restrictive regulations. Focusing on the relationship between legal regulation and
social relations, the authors show that caste, rather than equitable resource allocation governed by legal regulation, determines water access.
In Chapter 9, RedressingRacial Inequities through Water Law in South
Africa, the authors examine the attempt by South Africa's National Water Act of 1998 to address inequities of water management rooted in
apartheid-era laws. The Act employs water access as a tool for promoting social and environmental justice and for redressing the former
government's marginalization of the apartheid-era Homeland governments. Looking at three sources of law still influential in South Africa - Apartheid-era laws, former Homeland laws, and post-apartheid laws of
the new national government - the author shows that the new democratically elected government remains in conflict with the local chiefs
who exert influence in the former Homeland areas of the country. A
tension emerges between the way the Act defines and implements "basic human needs" and the way the government establishes catchment
management agencies. The success of the Act's social goals depends
on establishing a dialogue between the government and local popula-
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tions to build upon notions of water tenure established in the older
legal systems.
Chapter 10, Routes to Water Rights, argues that imposition of water
rights by third parties (potentially consultants and bureaucrats) results
in inefficient and often ineffective water use agreements. Transaction
costs impact negotiation efforts for implementing water management
policy. Lower transaction costs directly result in more successful policies. Using local rights and context, or legal complexity, rather than
economic drivers, can result in a more efficient and feasible framework
for water rights.
Chapter 11, Analyzing Water Rights, Multiple Uses, and Intersectional
Water Transfers, relies on examples from India, Nepal, and Sri Lanka to
argue that studies of intersectoral water transfers from agricultural to
non-agricultural use in Western industrialized nations do not necessarily provide a useful model applicable for developing countries. The
United States and Europe have well established regulatory and market
processes for transfers that are not present in developing nations. To
understand the viability of transfers in developing nations, the authors
espouse using a perspective of legal pluralism, which considers the interplay of legal and social frameworks. The authors review the basic
concepts of legal pluralism and discuss the ways rights and laws change
in the context of intersectoral transfers.
In Chapter 12, Water Rights and Legal Pluralism, the editors draw
upon the essays collected in this volume to show that an analytical
method should consider the full context in which water control is situated, and that this context varies substantially based on local circumstances. An understanding of the dynamic activities of people's daily
lives in specific contexts provides the broadest view of water rights. As
a result, water policy imposed by academic and bureaucratic sources
can achieve only modest results, especially in developing countries
where control of water is an important source of power.
Although the essays in Liquid Assets do not employ a standard legal
analysis structure, the collection presents a well-researched alternative
understanding of the way laws affect the daily lives of water users. The
legal complexity approach, while often deeply immersed in cultural
theory, seems best suited for demonstrating the complicated relationship between state regulation and deeply embedded cultural notions of
water use, especially applicable in developing nations. The book thus
offers the most insight for those pursuing an interdisciplinary approach to law.
PaulRodney
Franklin M. Fisher, et al., Liquid Assets: An Economic Approach for
Water Management and Conflict Resolution in the Middle East
and Beyond, Resources for the Future Press, Washington, D.C.
(2005); 242 pp; $ 39.95; ISBN 1-933115-08-4, hardcover.

